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Chinatown Tour 

Surprisingly enough after living in the Boston area for over 4 years back in the late 70’s early 80’s I never 

visited Chinatown.  I saw that this was an optional tour and decided to visit 32 years later!  

Our tour guide was fluent in Mandarin which was very helpful when we had questions of some of the 

shop keepers and purveyors.   

Our first stop was a Chinese BBQ – Great BBQ.  We were given samples of some of the foods they sold  

in the shop- quite different than what we call Chinese food here in the south – the flavors were so much 

more subtle. 

We then went to a bakery called Ho Yuen Bakery and sampled the egg buns – I took a peak into the 

kitchen – which was quite tiny and was told – no photos!   

Our next stop was what we would call a pharmacy – Nam Bac Hong Herbs.  There are hundreds of herbs 

stored there that will cure just about any illness.  We were told that a herbalist comes in daily and meets 

with the customer to discuss the malady.  Based on the discussion – he will “prescribe” a mixture of 

herbs and or oils to treat the patient.  They still use an old fashioned scale to weigh the herbs.  After a 

discussion, I asked our tour guide to ask the herbalist what he would suggest for arthritis. He sold me an 

oil but warned it had a strong curry smell!  I have not tried it yet – but will do so soon. 

As we walked down the streets, our tour guide pointed out other areas of interest – a shop that sold live 

chickens, duck, pigeons etc was called Wings Live Poultry– you can go in and select your bird and come 

back in an hour when the bird will be ready to cook –no photos allowed there as well. 

C Mart is the local market where you can purchase any kind of vegetable, soy sauces, noodles, tofu, 

teas, sausages, dim sum items, etc.   

Our last stop was lunch at Hei La Moon Restaurant – dim sum.  This is a 2 level restaurant that seats over 

500 people – it was jammed packed with the dim sum servers scurrying to tables with their varieties of 

foods.  Our tour guide choose 8 or so different items for us to eat.  By far the most challenging for me 

were the chicken feet!  They were actually tasty – they were similar to a tempura batter and flavored 

with Chinese 5 spice.  Not a whole lot to them as you can imagine.  

Because our tour was delayed for 1½ hours because of transportation issues– our tour was cut short.  

We then headed back to the Chinatown gate to catch our ride back to the conference.   
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